Expectations of a NOSB Coach

An NOSB coach needs to know that NOSB is a large commitment that will consume a lot of their time with team study sessions, field trips, scrimmages and the final competition. It is important that a coach has the time and dedication to see their team through to competition day.

An NOSB coach needs to be supportive of his/her team members and be there to help them study and act as a role model.

An NOSB coach needs to accompany team members to all field trips they choose to go on.

An NOSB coach needs to have access to an email account that they use regularly in order to communicate with his/her regional coordinator.

An NOSB coach needs to be encouraging and have the patience to help his/her team through scrimmage and study sessions.

An NOSB coach needs to be energetic and keep his/her team in good spirits if they win or lose.